Resetting the Compass
towards Core Human Values

Ms. Irina Bokova
former Director-General of UNESCO
in her message to the 3rd Spirit of Humanity Forum 2017

“As Member States and the United Nations take forward the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Sustainable
Development Goals, core human values must be the compass
setting for all our action – indeed, the spirit guiding all our efforts.
...The themes of this international conference – ‘building new
connections, bridging divides, caring for each other and for
our communities’ – stand at the heart of UNESCO’s humanist
vision of the 2030 Agenda.
Spirituality is based on respect and human dignity, mutual
understanding, individual fulfilment, social cohesion.
It is a transformative force, a path for each woman and
man to contribute through themselves to creating more
peaceful, inclusive and harmonious societies.”

President of Iceland
Guðni Thorlacius Jóhannesson
in his opening address at the SoH Forum 2017

“If we only say, “I am just a poor, single
individual – I cannot effect change – so
be it,” then things will never change.
But if I say, “Yes I am small, I am a single
individual, I am alone but with the help of
others, if we unite, if we stand together –
then we are mighty.”

Spirit of Humanity Forum
The Spirit of Humanity (SoH) Forum offers a global platform for leaders and
change-makers seeking to contribute to lasting transformation in the world.
We believe that such transformation requires a shift in our way of being to
embrace higher values intrinsic to humanity, such as love, compassion,
solidarity and peacefulness.
Hence the task of the SoH Forum is to support this emergent new
paradigm through exploring core values in governance and decisionmaking. It provides a safe space for dialogue, sharing, and co-authoring a new and
compelling narrative about who we are, how we could be, and what we each can do
to create a promising future for all.
As far as possible, the Forum intends to model this new paradigm as it unfolds by
creating opportunities for silent contemplation, deep listening, mutual presence and
an experience of ‘we’, a spiritual harmony amongst all that is.

Themes
•

the process of change within the individual that enables
transformation in a community or country

•

the empowerment and sustenance of higher values and their
practical implementation in personal, family, community and
work life

•

the deeper dimensions of our humanity that affect the
direction of global societies

•

the diverse ways to support each other in maintaining hope
as we move towards a new future

Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•

sharing of powerful examples of transformation
themed panels and workshops
interactive small group dialogues
informal conversations
time for reflective silence, prayers, meditation
cultural and artistic experience

City of Reykjavík
Three international forums have taken place since 2012, hosted and supported by
the City of Reykjavík. The city was chosen as the venue for the Forum as it aims to
become a global capital for peace, and places emphasis on human rights and peace
in its work and policies. 2016 was the 30th anniversary of the historic Reykjavík
summit at Höfði House with Presidents Reagan and Gorbachev which set in train
the events that brought an end to the Cold War. The anniversary was marked by the
launching of the HÖFÐI Reykjavík Peace Centre by the City of Reykjavík and the
University of Iceland, an important next step in Reykjavík’s mission of becoming a
city of peace. Since then HÖFÐI has become an important partner of the SoH Forum.

Dagur Bergþóruson Eggertsson
Mayor of Reykjavík
at the Spirit of Humanity Forum 2017

“Reykjavík is extremely happy to host the Spirit of Humanity
Forum. It is important for us to be a venue for such an important
event that focuses not just on peace in general and peaceful
settlement of disputes, but also on peace in the heart.”

4th SoH Forum

‘Discovering Harmony in a World of Difference Spiritual Resilience in Practice’
Thursday 30 May - Saturday 1 June 2019
Reykjavík, Iceland

First Three Forums
SoH Forum 2012
‘Resetting the Compass - Creating a Landscape of Possibilities’
SoH Forum 2014
‘The Power of Love and Compassion in Governance - Sharing Actions for Effective Change’
SoH Forum 2017
‘Caring for a World in Transition – Building a Spiritual Foundation for a Peaceful and Loving World’

Ethos of SoH Forum
•
•
•
•
•

The SoH Forum is participatory and spaces are co-created for deep
listening, dialogue and silent reflection.
The essential question we seek to explore is, “How shall we be?”
rather than, “What can I do?”
Sharing is to inspire practical steps towards personal transformation.
Each individual’s contribution is respected and valued.
The Forum does not apply a registration fee and sponsors the cost of
the venue, refreshments, reception and programme.

Regional Forums from Iceland to the world
Through Regional Forums, we aim to spread the seeds of transformation more
widely. This would support and enlarge the circles of spiritually-inspired leaders
and change-makers in all fields of endeavour and cultural contexts.

Partnership & Collaboration
Brahma Kumaris, Lotushus Iceland
lotushus.is
brahmakumaris.org
City of Reykjavík
reykjavík.is/en
Education 4 Peace Foundation
education4peace.org
The Fetzer Institute
fetzer.org
The Foundation for Self Leadership
foundationifs.org
Guerrand-Hermès Foundation for Peace
ghfp.org
Guru Nanak Nishkam Sewak Jatha
nishkamcentre.org
Heartfulnes Magazine
heartfulnessmagazine.com

HÖFÐI Reykjavík’s Peace Centre
fridarsetur.is/en
Icelandair
icelandair.com
Icelandair Hotels
icelandairhotels.com
Initiative for Change UK
uk.iofc.org
The Pure Land Foundation
purelandfoundation.com
Ambassador Ragnar Ängeby
Former Swedish Diplomat dealing with
Security Development and Peace
Dr Miriam Subirana
Culture of Peace Foundation
fund-culturadepaz.org

Lord Alderdice

Director, Centre for the Resolution of Intractable Conflict,
Harris Manchester College, Oxford

“I was grateful to have attended what I found to be a very positive spiritual
experience – not something one always finds at the conferences I attend.”

Dr. Rama Mani

Founder, Theatre of Transformation Academy

“As our world hurtles through turbulent transition, the Spirit of Humanity
Forum offers an irresistible and timely invitation to us all. It invokes us to
weave new narratives of the global community of care that we all long for,
and know is possible.”

Emmanuel Bombande

Peacebuilding Scholar-Practitioner, former Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Regional Intergration, Ghana

“The Forum created a conducive environment for good introspection
and self-care, linking our actions with the spirituality of the human
person.”

Mr. Richard Dunne

Headteacher, Ashley Primary School

“Throughout the Forum, the richness of speakers and the opportunities to
reflect on what they had said provided constant food for thought, as we
explored ways to create a more peaceful, harmonious and loving world.
Our times of silence, prayer and meditation ensured the spiritual dimension
of our being was always being nurtured. It was a remarkable gathering of
people and an inspiring three days away.”

Gulalai Ismail
Co-founder of Aware Girls, an organisation led by young women, working for
women empowerment, gender equality and peace in Pakistan

“The Spirit of Humanity Forum is a place where amazing and powerful
ideas are shared that strengthen the work I do back home. To learn
from new ideas, take inspiration from what people are doing and from
their achievements.”

Professor David Cadman
Writer

“It is clear from the ways in which people have responded to the work of
the Forum, that values such as love, compassion and peacefulness touch
something deep within each one of us. When we hear them, especially
when we hear them amidst silence and stillness, the words sound familiar,
as if they belonged to us, as if they were part of who we are. This is
the work of the Forum, to provided places in which these words, these
qualities, find expression and are then carried into our lives wherever they
may be.”

Eunice Ouko
MAS candidate Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and
Human Rights

“The Forum was a unique experience for me and opened a door that I
didn’t know how to open.”

Steve Killelea

Founder of the Global Peace Index and the Institute for Economics and Peace

“The Spirit of Humanity forum provides an opportunity to contemplate
our inner self, how we are spiritually connected to others, to meet
other like-minded people and to deepen our understanding of our own
personal spirituality.”

Dadi Janki

Spiritual Head of Brahma Kumaris

“Today, in a profound way, I have seen how every human being has
the capacity to interact with compassion and love, with the self, with
others and with the world. Relationships based on an exchange of truth
and love bring great happiness. No matter what situation arises, the
solution is to do everything with peace. By being compassionate,
your deeds and relationships will be good. Blessings will emerge from
everyone’s heart and you will receive strength from God. You will have selfrespect. To respect the self and give respect to others becomes natural. It
is my wish that the Spirit of Humanity Forum will contınue to be a success.”

Spirit of Humanity Forum Books

“Why Love Matters: Values in Governance”
Arising from a concern that the ‘old’ paradigm of alienation,
consumerism, selfishness and exploitation is damaging for
humankind and the family of Earth, the book postulates that a
new way of being must be in place so that intrinsic values of
caring for others should underpin the intent of our decisions at
personal, regional, national, international and global levels. All
chapters are written by the speakers at the 2nd SoH Forum.
Available on Amazon.

“Peacefulness: Being Peace and Making Peace”
The most important contribution of the book rests on its
insisting on the relevance of a spiritually-rooted and ethically
-oriented conception of peacefulness to our personal and
communal relationships as well as the global socioeconomic-political structures. Hence, “This book will be on
my desk and not my bookshelf for quite some time,” writes
Mike Hardy CMG OBE in his Foreword for the book. All
chapters are written by participants of a SoH Forum dialogue
on peacefulness. Available both as paperback and ebook
on Amazon.

www.sohforum.org

